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About This Content

The Roundabout Deluxe Edition DLC includes a crazy amount of behind the scenes content and exclusive features, including:

Georgio Cam - Play the exclusive April Fool's build that lets you experience Roundabout from a first person
perspective. No Goblin is not responsible for the inevitable nausea.

Screenplay/Art Book compendium - The full 87 page FMV screenplay, annotated with concept art, notes, and other
great behind the scenes commentary on the development of Roundabout.

Early Builds - As well as our public demo builds from PAX and our announce trailer, you can also play the prototypes
and pitch builds that led to the Roundabout you know and love today.

Unreleased Trailers - We made a lot of videos. Some were for internal use, some were so terrible that we decided to
cut them. All of them are included. Yes, even the terrible ones.

Soundtrack - The full Roundabout soundtrack is also included.
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A great add-on. The new architecture for the two subsaharan African civs is gorgeous, the new maps are intriguing, and (best of
all) the new civs are both very fun to play and strong but reasonably so. Can't comment on the campaigns, but I've heard they're
pretty good, and have full voice acting like in the original game.

Also, water combat is way, way better with the addition of Feudal Age versions of fire and demo ships. Going for a galley rush
is no longer the only competitive strategy on a water map.. I am not a tennis buff by any means but this game is still entertaining.
I recommend the following way to get into it: first, play for a while with all the visual aids on, so that you get a feel on how the
controls work; basically how and when you can make different shots work. After you have it down to a degree, switch the aids
off. It's a hugely rewarding feeling when you manage to land tight shots just based on timing and positioning.

You can also play doubles with a friend, make sure to try that.
. This is the first game that i impulsively bought on release day, and i do not regret it.

Lots of reviews mention input lag which i did not experience, so i'll assume that they were talking about the movement speed,
which is pretty slow. I didn't like it at first, but then i got good at using the dodge ability combined with the slow-mo and i felt
no "input lag" or slow movement, and it was fun. The over the top particle effects never hindered my ability to see the enemies,
which was very surprising, and it also looked really cool.

 The story is not directly presented to you via a wall of text, but instead you have to piece it together using scraps of information
you gather through the cutscenes. In my opinion that is one of the best ways of storytelling.

I loved the level design of the boss fights, which were fun and did not get repetetive, as some of the boss' "minions" got tougher
and tougher.

The game is really short, i beat it in 3 hours but it does have challenges for each level which are difficult and add replay value to
the game: Beat the level under a time limit, don't use the slow-mo ability and don't waste a single bullet.

The game can be improved a lot by adding a level editor feature, which would allow for endless content on the steam workshop,
and since the game is in 3D, it would be nice to see a replay feature which could have a camera "inside" the level and not in a
top down perspective.. This game is fun and a great cardio workout.

* Update!* The below issue has been corrected within a few days of this post being published. Thank you kindly Devs!

The first thing I would like to see from the Dev team is a method to change the button used for grabbing and dropping weapons.
I find if I grip the vive controllers or swing the controller, my hand has enough pressure to push one of the grip buttons or the
trigger and my sword disappears. too often I found myself unarmed when facing a foe face to face. Please give us a quick patch
to move the pickup\/drop buttons from the trigger\/grip to another button we are comfortable with.

Otherwise, there is no depth or story. This game is just pure raw fighting. A powerup system may be a cool idea going forward
as well. Or at the very least, a cool set of shields. oh and putting away a sword in my sword\/dagger belt. Awesome.

Otherwise, play it. It is cheap and fun. GO!. Okay, so, full disclosure, I've never really played any tennis games before and I
don't play in real life.

Things I like:

Seems pretty realistic.
Tutorial mode was pretty helpful for the most part and useful.
Shot variety is fun and aiming, though challenging, is precise.
Game seems to have a ton of players and tournament play.
I like that there is both online play and local split screen multiplayer available.
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Things that I don't like (but don't necessarily reflect poorly on the game):

Serves on medium AI are nearly impossible to return! I would liken the reaction time required to that of a football (soccer)
goalie guessing which way to jump on a penalty kick. You pretty much have to guess because when the computer does corner
serves it is almost impossible to return them in my opinion.

The graphics are about the vintage of FIFA 2000. This doesn't particularly bother me, but I am a bit puzzled that the graphics
aren't further ahead of where they are. Not a deal-breaker, as realism is most important to me, but yeah, the graphics could
definitely improve.

Unless I missed it, there is no way to practice returning serves in the practice mode? This is what I struggle with 2nd most (next
to serving itself).

So I'm not going to diss on the game because I've never played tennis in real life or in computer games, but yeah, game seems
very difficult right out of the gate. Even with AI set on easy for everything I still struggled, though the game became playable at
that point.
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Best rage game I have ever played make more levels definitely hood work developers keep going. Brain out a more difficult on
and make a mode to go head to head online. Love it! I enjoyed the book and the movie so I decided to get this to make a
scenario. Only complaint is all cars have the same dining car interior view. Other then that, I love the detail of the cars and the
interior view only has 1 person. This is good because I feel cars are ruined when they have multiple unrealisitc people. Now it
would be great if this developer or someone else made the locomotive to buy as well!. Great music driven twin stick shooter.
The ship shoots itself according to the music all you have to do is move it and dodge. The electronic music they ship is cool and
the levels are very colorful and fancy.. Love the music from the game they'd did a great job making the music for the game.. oh
lord.... i want this game with frequent updates and multiplayer, and 1 skate game and my life is complete!!!

devs keep working!amazing game, need more updates, a few optimization,multiplayer more maps... amazing gameplay jesus
christ :D !. It is a bit expensive for what it is, but it is still in development. That being said, if you want the best looking and most
configurable stream remote you can get on a mobile device and are willing to pay for it, look no further. It can even do basic
controls for streamlabs and Twitch, besides full controls for OBS and system commands. How you set it up is almost completely
open ended, which is good.
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